
EQUIPMENT:
• Technics SL1210 MK5 turntables or Pioneer CDJ-2000NXS2 or newer.
• Pioneer DJM-900NXS2 or newer Mixer
• 2 High Powered monitor speakers pointing toward DJ at EAR LEVEL.
• 1 Wireless or corded microphone connected to Pioneer Mixer.
• Rane Serato Scratch Live SL4 or newer interface box 
• All of the above must be properly connected and fully functional and be of good
quality (no broken buttons/faders).

PREFERRED SETUP:
See above pictures for reference. Turntables can be either “battle style” or as pictured above.
Turntables or CDJ’s should be no further than 4 inches from the edge of the DJ mixer. CDJ’s
or turntables should be at same level with surfaces horizontal (not angled). Dedicated double
monitors located on opposite sides of DJ at “ear Level”. Laptop stand can be centrally located
behind dj mixer or to the immediate left or right of setup. Power bar or sockets next to setup
for laptop power plug. Serato Scratch Live should have left deck going to “channel 2” and right 
deck going to “channel 3”. Wireless or hard mic should be able to be controlled by mixer.
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BIO

Eric Forbes is known for commanding big-room dance floors with his explosive, high-energy 
open format musical style and flawless mixing. Born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Forbes learned how to mix hip-hop, house, and breakbeats at the age of 18. Almost immediate-
ly, he was catapulted into the rapidly growing rave scene, which was beginning to take shape in 
the Bay Area in the early 1990s. He was soon playing to capacity crowds in nightclubs and 
                           underground venues in Oakland, San Francisco and Sacramento. At the age of    
                              21, Forbes moved to Las Vegas to further his musical career, landing a 
                              residency for the MGM Grand’s nightlife venues, where he headlined 
                                for more than a decade. 

                                Eric has held and continues to hold numerous residencies at the hottest  
                               and most iconic nightclub’s in Las Vegas. In addition to playing some of  
                                 the biggest spots on the Strip and around the country, Forbes has  
                                        established himself as a celebrity DJ, sharing the stage with such  
                                                 talent as Flo-rida, Waka Flocka, 2 Chainz, J-Rule,  
                                                   Shaq (DJ Diesel), Usher, Kid Ink, Mary J Blidge, Wale,
                                                      Naughty by Nature, Mase, Ne-Yo, Black Eyed Peas, Pusha-T,  
                                                       Ciara, Mya, Jermaine Dupree, Lupe Fiasco, Cee-Lo Green,   
                                                        Wiz Kalifa, Diddy and Fabolous, and playing official  
                                                         after-parties for boxing and UFC greats including  
                                                           Floyd “Money” Mayweather, Oscar De La Hoya,  
                                                            Miguel Cotto, Tito Ortiz, Chuck Liddell and Forrest 
                                                              Griffin. Dj Eric Forbes is a solid and recognized name  
                                                            throughout the industry, he has been around for over  
                                                          two decades, proving on a nightly basis he is here to stay!
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